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DESPATCHES

Cherry blossoms  
and Vice Chancellors

by paul madden cmg
british ambassador to japan  
photos: british embassy tokyo

Spring is a great time of year to visit the British Embassy Tokyo. Our 

grounds and the surrounding neighbourhood—particularly the famous 

Chidori ga fuchi walk—are adorned with sakura (cherry blossoms). 

Individually, the flowers are delicate and the palest pink. But, collectively, it is 

as if someone has daubed the whole landscape.

We take advantage of the opportunity to host many hanami (cherry blossom 

viewing) parties for the contacts of the Embassy’s various teams. This year, I 

hosted six. Luckily, most were concentrated in the week of mankai (full bloom). 

Since you have to plan weeks ahead, that’s not always the case, and we had 

our fingers crossed.

With so many visitors walking past the Embassy during this period, we 

thought it was a great chance to promote British food and drink, with a seasonal 

theme. You may have seen the very attractive pink-tinged posters and banners 

featuring award-winning English sparkling wine, as well as craft gin and soft 

drinks, plus the British lamb that is now able to be imported into Japan.

Our location, just up the road from the Diet, means that it is not too diffi-

cult to tempt members of parliament (MPs) to join us at the end of their busy 

day. Three Cabinet ministers were among those attending my hanami for 

politicians. And Deputy Prime Minister Taro Aso brought members of the 

Diet’s British-Japanese Parliamentary Group round for an enjoyable dinner.

We are fortunate to have so many Japanese politicians with personal know-

ledge and experience of Britain, including a number who studied there. Many 

of the MPs thanked me for the UK’s defence and security coopera tion with 

Japan, which was visible again in March with the visit by HMS Montrose.

University links

In the space of three weeks, I found myself hosting dinners for the vice chan cellors 

of three of our leading universities: Oxford, Cambridge and Durham. As a graduate 

of the latter two, it was a particular pleasure for me. Oxford drew alumni from 

all over Asia for a big annual regional event. Cambridge conducted a symposium 

on international collaboration with Japan’s prestigious University of Tokyo, with 

which they have a formal partnership agree ment. And Durham was showcasing 

their links with Teikyo University which has a long-standing campus in Durham.

Sporting preparations

If Japan owns the colour pink at this time of year, I suppose Ireland has come to 

have a fair claim to green. It was a pleasure to watch my friend Paul Kavanagh, 

Irish Ambassador to Japan, leading the St Patrick’s Day parade down Omotes-

ando. We will be working closely together to support the Irish team and fans at 

the Rugby World Cup, as it is an all-of-Ireland team.

Plans for the Rugby World Cup continue apace. 

Jason Leonard, England’s most capped player and a key 

member of the 2003 World Cup-winning team, came 

round for tea. We discussed a charity event which he is 

planning to run during the tourna ment. And several 

former Welsh internationals—now representing the 

Welsh Rugby Union—used the Embassy for a media 

event to talk about their plans for the tournament.
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With Welsh Rugby Union (from left) Group Business Development Manager Rhys Williams, 
Strength and Conditioning Coach Huw Bennett, Regional Rugby Coordinator RGC West 
Rachel Taylor, Rugby Enterprise Manager Greg Woods and Wales National Team 
Communications Manager Luke Broadley PHOTO: CUSTOM MEDIA

England's blind soccer team competes in an IBSA Blind Foundation competition.

PHOTO: CUSTOM MEDIA

Malala wows at WAW

Over the weekend of 23–24 March, Japan used its G20 Presidency to bring 

together the W20 event, with its annual World Assembly for Women (WAW). 

Keynote speakers included former Chilean President Michelle Bachelet and the 

young UK-based Pakistani Nobel laureate Malala Yousafzai, who is currently 

studying at Oxford. Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe addressed a packed 

meeting, which was standing room only. The Foreign & Commonwealth 

Office’s Special Envoy for Gender Equality, Joanna Roper, also spoke on a 

panel at the event. Some of you may remember Jo from her time as head 

of communications at the Embassy. I also hosted a WAW side-meeting on 

women’s role in peace-building at the Embassy.

The previous weekend saw Carolyn Fairbairn, director-general of the 

Confederation of British Industry, in town to head the strong British business 

delegation to the B20 meeting. They came round to the Embassy for a break-

fast briefing session before the event.

End of an era

April marks the end of the Heisei era. I will write more about this next month. 

But, I would like to record my sincere best wishes—and those of the United 

Kingdom—to His Imperial Majesty the Emperor, who has symbolised Japan 

with such dignity and grace for the past 30 years. 

It was also a great pleasure to watch the England blind soccer team 

playing at an international tournament in Tokyo, and to chat with the team 

afterwards. It is a great spectator sport, requiring strong ball control skills 

and no small bravery. The team was really hoping to do well enough in the 

European championships later this year to be back here for the Tokyo 2020 

Paralympic Games.

Also, on the inclusivity theme, we enjoyed going to watch the UK’s 

Stopgap Dance Company, a group of disabled and able-bodied artists, 

performing in Setagaya.

With the Rugby World Cup taking place in so many different locations 

around Japan, and our latest estimates suggesting that some 50,000 British 

fans will be here to support them, it is very useful that we have a network 

of volunteer wardens all over the country to support us. These are Brits who 

usually have been here for some time, are well established in their local 

communities, and can provide useful signposting to key local contacts in 

the event of emergencies. I was able to thank them for all their help when 

they attended their annual briefing and training session at the Embassy.

In April, England coach Eddie Jones will be giving the annual Daiwa 

British Embassy Ichiban Lecture at my Residence. He is a really inspiring 

speaker, and his thoughts on leadership are relevant to many fields beyond 

sport. The Daiwa Foundation continues to make a great contribution to 

Anglo–Japanese relations, and I enjoyed attending their March graduation 

ceremony for this year’s six Daiwa scholars.

One of the Welsh Rugby team’s greatest fans is the 

wonder ful mezzo-soprano Katherine Jenkins. We went 

to see her performing at Shibuya’s Orchard Hall, and 

she came to my Residence to meet some members of 

the Welsh community here.

Fans of the BBC Proms are in for a treat in October 

and November when the world-renowned BBC Scottish 

Symphony Orchestra will be here for a mini-proms, 

including a re-creation of the spectacular Last 

Night of the Proms. They will feature a variety of 

Japanese artists, including the famous violinist 

and composer Taro Hakase, who fronted a media 

event at the Embassy that we used to announce the 

Proms season.

Musical treats
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In Tokyo last month to ease concerns about 

Brexit and advance UK interests globally, 

the Business 20 delegation came armed with 

some facts about the British economy that may 

have surprised—and comforted—many of us. 

Here are a few:

• Employment and exports at record high

• Foreign direct investment up 40%

• UK still fintech capital of the world

• Rising female participation

• 75% of young people want to be entrepreneurs

For a full report on the B20’s two days of 

meetings with senior Japanese leaders, turn 

to page 16.

Nikko—special offer

Please turn to page 20 for a very special offer from 

BCCJ ACUMEN to our readers. For just ¥19,800 

per person—including transport, hotel, food and 

excursion—you can enjoy Nikko’s historic British 

Embassy Villa, Lake Chuzenji and more in the 

surrounding area of natural beauty and luxury 

accommodation in Nikko for less than half price.

Wrong question

According to the Rugby Football Union, partici-

pation in women’s rugby is growing rapidly in 

England with 100,000 females expected to be 

involved in the sport within a few years.

Our BCCJ Event report this month (page 37) 

tackles the subject with a dream team of experts 

from many fields. Among the panellists’ tasks was 

to destroy a few myths about the game. Questions 

from the audience were strongly encouraged but, 

thankfully, no-one asked any that the BBC recently 

revealed to be the most common, irritating and 

stupid ones to put to women rugby players.

Here they are:

• Is it OK to tackle in women’s rugby?

• Do you wear breast protection or padding?

• Do other players pull your hair?

• Do you play on a full-size pitch?

• Do you use a full-size ball?

• Are you all lesbians?

Hostage justice

We got an instant and record number of reactions 

to our piece about Hostage Justice on page 30 of 

the March issue. All respondents referred to their 

personal and unpleasant experiences of Japan’s 

“Kafkaesque” criminal or civil justice systems and 

we hope to feature at least one of the cases soon.

Cult hero

At a recent international school father-and-son 

football coaching session in Mitaka, what a surprise 

to find myself playing (and scoring) against former 

Ports mouth goalie Yoshikatsu Kawaguchi, who 

built a cult following during his short but colourful 

career on England’s south coast. 

Eccentric and a bit of a pin-up, but always 

professional and respectful, Kawaguchi gained 116 

caps for Japan—including a number as captain 

and at the 2002 FIFA World Cup—before his 

club record £1.8m move to Pompey. He told me 

he hasn’t hung up his gloves yet and now loves 

teaching kids with his Bruce Grobbelaar-like 

clowning and gaman spirit so loved by fans in 

Japan and the UK (page 41).

Pints and pies

If you’d like to experience what many observers 

on social media claim offers the most authentic 

British-Irish food and public house in Tokyo, you 

are warmly welcome to visit a recently opened 

hostelry near Nishi-Ogikubo station (page 41). 

Mine hosts Maki and David Carmichael pulled the 

first pint in mid-March and have already drawn a 

regular crowd of locals and expats alike, especially 

for its pie signature dishes. The Hole in the Wall 

is located at Nishi-Ogikita 3-41-11, Suginami-ku, 

Tokyo (tel: 03-6338-3209) and can be found 

on Facebook.

The Business 20 delegation 

came armed with some facts 

about the British economy

www.injapantv.com
WATCH NOW

Japan Gives
Rugby a Try
Before the Rugby World Cup 2019 kicks off, In Japan TV 

spoke with rugby stars Hitoshi Ono (Brave Blossoms) 

and Hiroyuki Misaka (Japan Wheelchair Rugby), as well as 

coaches and VIPs to discuss the sport’s famed teamwork and 

diversity, plus how it creates business opportunities in Japan.

To be featured on In Japan TV, please contact: Jody Pang • 03-4540-7730 • jody@custom-media.com
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JAGUAR BEATS SUZUKI  
FOR CAR OF THE YEAR
Jaguar’s new pure-electric I-PACE has won the 2019 

UK Car of the Year awards. The Daily Mail reported 

on 4 March that a panel of motoring experts drove 

the nominated models throughout the year before 

making their decision. To win the title, the I-PACE 

beat out 11 others, including Suzuki’s Jimny 4x4, 

which narrowly missed out on the top prize but did 

take home honours as the Best 4x4.

Collecting the trophy was Jaguar Land Rover 

Managing Director Rawdon Glober, who said: 

“This car was conceived, designed and engineered 

in Britain. So, to have a selection of the nation’s 

leading automotive journalists vote it as the overall 

UK Car of the Year against some stiff compe tition 

is a special moment for us”.
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JAPAN AND UK 
TO ENHANCE 
BILATERAL 
SECURITY TIES
According to The Japan News, Tokyo and 

London are set to begin efforts to improve 

bilateral security cooper ation this month. 

As reported in a 24 March story, the two 

sides will review their action plan with an 

eye toward advancement of a new type of 

medium-range missile, among other things. 

It will be the first time the two nations will 

review the plan since it’s conception in 

2017. Japanese Foreign Minister Taro Kono 

and Defence Minister Takeshi Iwaya were 

to convene with British Foreign Secretary 

Jeremy Hunt and Defence Sec retary Gavin 

Williamson at a two-plus-two meeting on 

8 April in Tokyo, but the British government 

requested a delay on 4 April due to the  

on going Brexit debate. The meeting will 

be rescheduled by the end of May. 

KIRIN TO TEST 
WINE IN LONDON
Taking advantage of the recent trade deal 

between Japan and the European Union, 

Japanese beverage giant Kirin Holdings 

Company, Limited, has begun exporting 

DRUG MAKER EXITS
Ahead of Brexit, Japanese pharmaceutical firm Shionogi has 

announced plans to merge its 

UK and Dutch subsidiaries and 

move its European headquarters 

from London to Amsterdam. 

(Tech Register, 10 March)

$1BN NO-DEAL?
On the heels of factory upheaval in Sunderland, Honda, Nissan 

and Toyota could collectively lose $1bn should the UK embark 

on a no-deal Brexit. This according to calculations by Moody’s 

Investors Service, announced on 11 March, which cite the impact 

a 10% tariff imposed on the UK by the EU would have on the 

Japanese carmakers. (The Guardian, 11 March)

POUND PUSHED ASIDE
Activity of Japanese investors in February saw ¥103.5bn of UK 

bonds offloaded, according to data released by the Japanese 

Ministry of Finance on 8 April. The data showed ¥632.7bn in 

bond purchases overall during the period, with significant 

money shifted to France and Germany. The report speculated, 

“It was probably difficult for Japanese investors to invest in UK 

bonds as prospects for a Brexit outcome continued to change 

very rapidly”. (Bloomberg, 8 April)

TECH GROWTH
On a positive note, Softbank-backed Uhuru, a Japanese cloud- 

service startup with a three-person London office, is looking to 

list on the London Stock Exchange and grow its UK staff to 100 

within a few years. Despite the risk posed by Brexit, Uhuru Chief 

Executive Takashi Sonoda said, “The London market is very 

appealing in terms of the amount of capital that can be obtained, 

and the higher profile would 

give credibility when dealing 

with global partners”.  

(Deal Street Asia, 11 March)

N E WS  B R I E F Sto Europe wines made from Japanese 

grapes. Nikkei Asian Review reported on 

22 March that London is the first European 

destination for one of the brands operated 

by Kirin’s wine production arm, Mercian. 

The firm plans to ship 300 cases of Château 

Mercian to London in the hopes that enter-

ing the British market will encourage future 

growth in the region.

NOMURA TO 
SHED BRITISH 
BANKERS
As part of cost-cutting measures Japanese 

financial firm Nomura Holdings plans to 

reduce its UK staff. The Financial News 

reported on 5 April that more than 100 front-

line roles will be axed in Europe, the Middle 

East and Africa as Nomura streamlines its 

European investment banking operations. 

The move is part of a restructuring intended 

to reduce costs by $1bn. Those at risk of 

being downsized have been given 45 days’ 

notice that their situation may change, 

and some have been offered positions 

elsewhere in the firm. Reports are that the 

majority of the London foreign exchange 

and rates sales desks will be eliminated.

The London market is very 

appealing in terms of the amount 

of capital that can be obtained





EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Hello, Reiwa!
Riding the waves of change 
lori henderson mbe

The first day of April marked the beginning 

of a new year for the British Chamber of 

Commerce in Japan (BCCJ). It also gave 

us our first taste of a new period for the country 

with the reveal that Reiwa will be the name of the 

next imperial era, which will begin on 1 May.

Uncharted territory for the BCCJ this month 

will include welcoming to the team Noriko Mita, 

who joins us as assistant events coordinator on 

15 April. With Noriko onboard, we are set to deliver 

a superlative business-to-business event experience 

for members and guests throughout 2019 and 2020, 

which promise to be mega years for Japan.

These events will include a suite of industry-

specific roundtables and summits, the goal of 

which will be to promote the building of private- 

and public-sector partnerships and to facilitate 

business-matching between the Japan and UK.

Annual General Meeting

All BCCJ members are invited to attend this year’s  

Annual General Meeting at the Roppongi Hills Club 

on 24 April. Starting at 6:30pm, opening remarks will 

be given by British Ambassador to Japan Paul Madden 

CMG. You will have the opportunity to meet and 

ask questions of our Executive Committee (Excom), 

which will be elected formally on that evening to 

serve you in the 2019–20 fiscal year. For the coming 

year, the Excom will comprise:

• Alison Beale, the University of Oxford Japan Office

• David Bickle (President), Deloitte 

Tohmatsu Tax Co.

•  James Dodds, KPMG

• Will Farquhar, Aston Martin Japan

• Iain Ferguson, Lloyd’s Japan Inc.

• Susumu Kaminaga, individual member

• Tove Kinooka, Global Perspectives K.K.

• Kentaro Kiso, Barclays Securities Japan Limited

• Dr. Florian Kohlbacher, The Economist Group

• Paul Lirette, GlaxoSmithKline KK

• Heather McLeish, EY Japan

• Reiko Sakimura, Clifford Chance Law Office

• Noriko Silvester, Candlewick Co., Ltd.

• Richard Thornley CBE, individual member

• Trevor Webster, Taylor Brunswick K.K.

Joining for the first time are Lirette and Kiso.

“Having spent more than half of my 30-year 

financial career working and living in London, 

I believe I can make an important contribution, 

helping to promote, develop, build and strengthen 

the excellent partnership that Japan enjoys with the 

United Kingdom,” said Kiso. “Both 2019 and 2020 

will be crucial years for the Anglo-Japanese relation-

ship. Brexit, the G20, the Rugby World Cup and the 

Olympics and Paralympics will create opportu ni ties 

which I would like to help support and develop as 

part of the Executive Committee of the BCCJ”.

Lirette said: “As a leader of a British based 

world-leading healthcare firm, I would like to 

bring my experience and passion to Excom. I have 

more than 30 years of experience in the industry 

and took leading positions in several countries. 

During the years, I have especially been keen on 

creating inclusive cultures where diverse opinions 

are shared and respected. I would like to contribute 

to enhancing diversity and inclusion in Japan, 

based on my experience. I would also like to foster 

more partnerships between British and Japanese 

businesses this year, particularly in life sciences, 

innovation and technology”.

Time off

Soon after the Annual General Meeting comes 

Japan’s extended holiday period known as Golden 

Week, which this year will last for 10 days with 

the addition of days to mark the enthronement of 

Crown Prince Naruhito as the Reiwa Emperor.

There have been mixed reviews about the 

holiday on social media and in the press, with 

Japanese workers struggling to come up with ways 

to fill their time. Local shops and neighbourhood 

restaurants are expected to close for the duration. 

I look forward to spending my time off with friends 

and family, including my mum, who’ll be making 

her 12th trip from Dundee to Tokyo. 

2019 and 2020 will be crucial years 

for the Anglo-Japanese relation ship.
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include Windows and Linux Servers, Infrastructure setup, Networking, IP telephone systems and VMware. 
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IT Solutions from Network Support  
to software development for SMEs
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 iPhone/Android development

 IT infrastructure design & setup

 Office relocations
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 Data Centre Services  

(Break-Fix, Remote Hand, 
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 Project Management

Jidai Bldg. 4F 
1-7-5 Iidabashi, Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo 102-0072
Tel: 03-6909-4441
Email: inquiry@toptechinfo.com
www.toptechinfo.com
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The lesson of rugby
Sport is more than just winning on the pitch

david bickle  |  @BCCJ_President

One of the most exciting things about the 

Rugby World Cup (RWC) 2019, to be 

hosted in Japan from 20 September to 

2 November, is how competitive the tournament is 

expected to be. As the gap between the top teams 

diminishes, no fan will forget Japan’s giant-killing 

victory over South Africa at RWC 2015. But it is the 

reigning world champion, New Zealand, which 

remains the team to beat.

By my reckoning, the All Blacks have played 

122 matches this decade and lost only 11 times. 

Individually, they are hugely impressive, and 

perhaps the biggest star of the modern era is former 

captain Richie McCaw. He holds the world record 

for international appearances (148) and is a very 

competitive man who does not like to lose.

Rugby surprise

The British Chamber of Commerce in Japan (BCCJ) 

hosted a Diversity in Rugby event on 26 March 

at the Conrad Tokyo (page 37). The event was 

organized by the Rugby Alliance, which was formed 

by the BCCJ and seven other foreign chambers of 

commerce in Japan.

As I prepared to moderate the panel discussion 

that day, there was one rare occasion that caught 

my eye. McCaw, I discovered, had once come 

second after being short-listed for the Pat Marshall 

Memorial Award. This honour is presented 

annually by the Rugby Union Writers’ Club to 

the outstanding rugby personality of the year. 

What caught my attention was not that he lost to 

an England player, but that her name is Maggie 

Alphonsi—the first female winner of the award.

Breaking barriers

After overcoming a childhood disability, Alphonsi 

won more than 70 England caps and a World Cup 

medal. She is now retired from the game and is a 

successful sport pundit on British television. When 

she won the award, a well-known rugby columnist 

wrote in the UK’s Telegraph newspaper: “If there 

was one sport you might think would cling to 

a fusty, prejudiced, gentlemen-only, pass-the-

port past it was rugby. Those days are long gone. 

Women’s rugby is no mere decoration; not some 

sort of politically correct add-on”.

That was eight years ago, and at the Rugby 

Alliance event, we were treated to insights from 

a stellar panel on how rugby can contribute to a 

more inclusive society.

The panel comprised:

• Keiko Asami, board member of the World 

Rugby Council

• Fiona Taag, head of Global Sponsorship for DHL

• Magnus Hansson, chief executive officer of 

Jaguar Land Rover Japan

• Koji Tokumasu, honorary president of Asia 

Rugby and founder of Shibuya International 

Rugby Club

During the one-hour discussion and Q&A, 

we covered grass-roots development as well as 

two programmes:

• Impact Beyond on the national level

• Child Fund Pass it Back on the international level

I must say, however, that as enlightening as the 

discussion was, we could barely scratch the surface—

such is the richness of rugby’s contribution.

Enriching experience

My view? Rugby’s appeal lies in its values. It does 

not own the virtues of team-work, discipline, 

integrity and fairness, but the tradition, depth and 

pervasiveness of such sporting values throughout 

the rugby community make it more globally 

inclusive than any other sport. So, wherever you are 

in September, if you are watching, reading or even 

thinking about the RWC 2019, you will be part of 

that rugby community—and you are in for a treat! 

At the Rugby Alliance event, we were treated to insights from a stellar 

panel on how rugby can contribute to a more inclusive society.
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BUSINESS 20  
FOR SOCIETY 5.0

Delegation advances UK interests in Japan and globally
BY C BRYAN JONES

A head of June’s G20 Osaka Summit, the 

Business 20 (B20) engagement group 

held its 2019 gathering in Tokyo on 14 

and 15 March at the Keidanren Kaikan. There 

are six engagement groups that act as the voices 

of key social and business areas to advise the 

G20 and inform its decisions. As the first of 

these groups, the B20 was established in 2010.

Attending this year’s gathering, organised by 

the Keidanren, the Japan Business Federation, 

were leading business associations from across 

the G20 countries. The UK was represented by 

the Confederation of British Industry (CBI). 

Carolyn Fairbairn, director-general of the CBI, 

led the delegation and was supported by CBI 

Director of Trade and Investment Ben Digby 

and Chief Representative China NE & SE Asia 

Guy Dru Drury. British Chamber of Commerce 

in Japan Executive Director Lori Henderson MBE 

also joined the delegation along with: Wilson 

Del Socorro, global director for trade, tax and 

regulatory affairs at Diageo plc; Anne Kerre, 

managing director for greater China at Mott 

MacDonald; Daniel Marti, head of global govern-

ment affairs at the RELX Group; Gianluca Riccio, 

portfolio management and credit director at 

Lloyds Bank Corporate Markets; and Rolls-Royce 

Japan President Haruhiko Tsuyukubo.

Society 5.0

The theme of the 2019 B20 Summit, Towards 

the Realisation of Society 5.0 for Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDGs), sought to foster 

discussion that would find ways to support the 

United Nations’ SDGs. Meetings focused on 

five areas:

• Digitalisation

• Trade and investment

• Energy and the environment

• Infrastructure

• Health

In his comments introducing the focus, 

Keidanren Chairman Hiroki Nakanishi explained: 

“Today, digital tech nology is bringing major 

changes not only to the economy, but to the 

founda tions of society itself. Our challenge is 

to create a future for the globe in the midst of 

these changes.

G20 engagement groups
Business 20

Civil Society 20

Labour 20

Think 20

Women 20

Youth 20

“The central concept of the proposal is Society 

5.0, based on the idea that human society is moving 

into a fifth stage. Following on from the hunting 

society, agrarian society, industrial society, and 

information society, the fifth stage will be a creative 

society in which a combination of the digital trans-

formation and the imagination and creativity of 

diverse people will make it possi ble to solve the 

problems facing society and create new values”.

UK interests

One of the CBI’s goals during the summit was to 

ease concerns about the UK that some around the 

world may have about the impact of Brexit.

Speaking in the first morning session, entitled 

“Global Economy for All”, Fairbairn began with 

what she called reasons to be cheerful.

“One of my big messages for today—one of the 

reasons I wanted to be here—is that British business 

is absolutely open for business, global in its think-

ing,” she said. “One of the facts from this week is that 

UK exports are at a record high. [Also] employ  ment 

is at a record high, the UK is still the fin tech capital 

of the world, we had a 40% increase in foreign direct 

invest ment last year, female parti cipation is rising, 

and 75% of our young people want to start a busi-

ness. So, there are real reasons to feel very optimistic 

about the UK and our place in the world”.
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Watch videos of the sessions on  
the B20 Tokyo Summit website:  

http://b20tokyo.org

National Business Federations

Argentina B20 Argentina 2018

Australia Australian Industry Group

Brazil National Confederation of Industry Brazil

Canada The Canadian Chamber of Commerce

Chile Sociedad de Fomento Fabril F.G.

China China Council for the Promotion of International Trade

Egypt The Federation of Egyptian Industries

EU BusinessEurope

France Mouvement des Enterprises de France

Germany B20 Germany 2017 (BDI, BDA, DIHK)

India Confederation of Indian Industry

Indonesia Kamar Dagang dan Industri Indonesia (KADIN Indonesia)

Italy General Confederation of Italian Industry

Mexico Consejo Empresarial Mexicano de Comercio Exterior

Netherlands The Confederation of Netherlands Industry and Employers

Russia Russian Union of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs

Saudi Arabia Council of Saudi Chambers for Foreign Affairs

Singapore Singapore Business Federation

South Africa Business Leadership South Africa

South Korea Federation of Korean Industries

Spain Spanish Confederation of Employers’ Organizations

Thailand Thai Chamber of Commerce; Board of Trade of Thailand

Turkey The Union of Chambers and Commodity Exchanges of Turkey;  

Turkish Industry and Business Association

UK Confederation of British Industry

United States US Chamber of Commerce

Vietnam Vietnam Chamber of Commerce and Industry

International Business Organisations

Business and Industry Advisory Committee to the OECD

Global Business Coalition

International Chamber of Commerce

International Organisation of Employers

b20 attendees

She also had a chance to meet with the World 

Trade Organization Deputy Director General 

Yonov Frederick Agah. Among the topics they 

discussed were:

• Rules-based global trading system

• Low-carbon transition

• Sustainable finance

Given the urgency of building stronger bilateral 

ties between the UK and Japan, the CBI delega-

tion took advantage of the Tokyo trip to meet 

Japan’s Deputy Chief Cabinet Secretary and Brexit 

Taskforce Chair Yasutoshi Nishimura. The leaders 

discussed the importance of the eco no mic relation-

ship between the two countries and how our 

existing trade links can be strengthened.

There was also a chance for Fairbairn to speak 

about matters related to climate with Masamichi 

Kono, deputy secretary general of the Organisation 

for Economic Co-operation and Development. 

On 14 December, at the closing of the 24th United 

Nations Climate Change Conference (COP24) 

in Katowice, Poland, the UK put in a bid to host 

COP26 next year.

The B20 was a fruitful opportunity to 

ease concerns about Brexit and to advance 

UK interests both globally—as a voice in 

crafting recommendations for the G20—and 

locally, through face-to-face meetings with 

Japanese leaders.

Recommendations

Following two days of meetings, the group released 

its 24-page B20 Tokyo Summit Joint Recom men

dations document. Addressing the G20, the B20 

wrote that “concrete policies and measures for 

implementation to realise Society 5.0 for SDGs 

should be based and monitored on the following 

principles, namely the B20 Tokyo Summit Seven 

Principles”. Policies and measures should be:

1. Sustainable to achieve the SDGs.

2. Inclusive to ensure diversity.

3. Future-oriented to avoid short-sightedness 

in a rapidly changing world.

4. Business-driven to promote businesses’ 

creativity, innovation and entrepreneurship, 

regardless of their size, sector or region.

5. Transparent to ensure accountability and 

integrity.

6. Rules-based to provide predictability and 

consistency.

7. Multilateral to provide solutions to global 

issues through cooperation and dialogue 

among various countries and stakeholders.

“It is critical to design policies that foster 

innovation and spur investment that is achieved 

through the combination of multi-disciplinary 

and multi-sourced knowledge. Thus, govern-

ments should promote an innovation ecosystem 

that brings together established businesses, 

start-ups and academia, and enhances research 

and development through incentive policies,” 

the group said before outlining seven main goals:

• Digital transformation for all

• Trade and investment for all

• Energy and the environment for all

• Quality infrastructure for all

• Future of work for all

• Health and well-being for all

• Integrity for all

• Business for all

“All stakeholders in both developed and 

developing countries are encouraged to collaborate 

to realise Society 5.0 for SDGs,” the group said 

in conclusion. “We, the B20, shall stand firm to 

contribute more to highlight and emphasise further 

detailed views on specific issues to be discussed 

at the G20 Ministerial and task-force meetings”. 

British business is  

absolutely open for business,  

global in its thinking
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F or some, travelling for business is a perk. 

For others, it is a chore. Business-class 

privileges can make all the difference 

in this perception—especially for people who 

travel often.

As Japan pursues more foreign direct invest-

ment and a more prominent role as a global 

business hub, the number of travellers coming 

and going from its shores has steadily increased. 

Demand for luxury air travel is high, and events 

such as the Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic 

Games and the Rugby World Cup 2019 will only 

put more pressure on the nation’s airports.

As a result, many airlines have added more 

flights and new routes in and out of Japan. 

ACUMEN spoke with three carriers about their 

offerings to find out how they are easing the 

burden on business travellers.

Routes to Japan

As one of the UK’s most famous airlines, British 

Airways (BA) provides one of Europe’s largest long-

haul fleets and most far-reaching global networks. 

FLY HIGHER
Airlines evolve to help UK–Japan business travellers

BY MEGAN CASSON

The airline operates two daily flights from Tokyo—

one each from the centrally located Haneda Inter-

na tional Airport and Narita International Airport in 

Chiba Prefecture—to Heathrow Airport, providing 

its custo mers with greater choice and flexibility.

Those options grew even larger this month 

with the addition of a service to Western Japan.

“Our newest route from Japan is the Kansai-to-

London service, which commenced operations 

on 1 April and flies four times a week between 

London and Osaka,” said Moran Birger, BA regional 

commercial manager for Japan and Korea.

Another European airline that has been provid -

ing flights to Japan for many years is Finnair. The 

flag carrier of Finland first connected Helsinki and 

Tokyo in 1983 and added Osaka to its network in 

1995, Nagoya in 2006, and Fukuoka in 2016. There 

are plans to add Sapporo to that list in Decem ber 

when Finnair launches a new direct route between 

Helsinki Airport and New Chitose Airport.

“The geographical location of Helsinki makes air 

travel very smooth. Most European cities don’t have 

direct flights to Japan, so a stop in Helsinki is usually 

the fastest route,” said Hiroaki Nagahara, general 

manager for Finnair Japan. “British Airways, 

Japan Airlines and Iberia are in joint business with 

Finnair, with BA putting their code on most of the 

Finnair flights between Japan and Helsinki, and 

Helsinki and London”.

Middle East carriers are also renowned for 

luxury, and Abu Dhabi-based Etihad Airways has 

flown two routes to Japan from the United Arab 

Emirates (UAE) since 2010. “These routes were 

introduced to cater for local demand among those 

travelling between Abu Dhabi and Japan, and 

to pro vide connectivity to our global network via 

our Abu Dhabi hub,” explained Etihad’s General 

Manager for Japan, Norio Inaba. “The Tokyo 

and Nagoya markets are served daily on next-

generation Boeing 787 aircraft”.

Customer care

Both the Boeing 787 and Airbus 380 jets operated 

by Etihad offer business-class guests an exclusive 

experience. “On the A380s and 787s, our new 

Business Studios provide 20% more personal 

space than previous business-class seats, offering 

a luxurious standard usually associated with the 

industry’s first-class travel,” explained Inaba. “The 

next-generation Etihad Airways Business Studio 

offers business-class guests a space where they 

can truly work, rest and play”.

With a 22-inch wide reclining lounge chair, 

people can enjoy a relaxing and roomy flight with 

electro nic seat controls and in-seat massagers. The 

18-inch TV monitor and noise-cancelling headsets 

deliver high-quality in-flight entertainment. In 

addition, anytime dining is available on long-haul 

flights and there is a food and beverage manager 

who can make recommendations from the menu.

Finnair’s business class also offers a variety 

of advantages. Full-flat business-class seats can 

fully recline for a restful flight, and travellers have 

access to a complimentary lounge. They also have 

priority for checking in, going through security 

control and boarding, to ensure the process is 

smooth and timely.

Finnair’s spacious and stylish business class
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“On the new fleet Airbus 350, there is humidity 

control, cleaner air and a quieter cabin to benefit 

all passen gers. In particular, business-class travel -

lers can enjoy a signature chef meal and full-flat 

business-class seats, which trans form into a 200cm-

long horizontal bed to ensure that all business-

class passen gers can enjoy a good night’s sleep,” 

Nagahara explained.

London to Tokyo

BA has been flying between Japan and the UK for 

decades. “Narita has played an integral part in BA’s 

71 years of serving the market and, to comple ment 

that service, flights were launched from Haneda in 

2011,” explained Birger. “British Airways has native 

Japanese-speaking crew mem bers, local catering 

options and Japanese-language entertain ment 

on all flights between Japan and London. It is 

our goal to offer the best of British service, design 

and quality, alongside local touches bespoke for 

Japanese customers”.

Perks for any passenger travelling with BA 

are plentiful. Terminal 5 at Heathrow Airport 

is the airline’s home and is for the exclusive use 

of customers of BA and its sister airline, Iberia. 

“The award-winning terminal offers world-class 

dining, shopping and luxurious lounges, as well 

as seamless onward connections to BA’s vast route 

network across the UK and Europe,” Birger said.

For the business traveller, BA’s new luxurious 

cabin, The Club Suite, was recently unveiled and 

will launch on the airline’s first A350 aircraft in July. 

The new seats offer direct aisle access, a suite 

door and a flat-bed chair. They feature 40% more 

storage and include a vanity unit and mirror, Wi-Fi, 

an 18.5-inch inflight entertainment screen and 

PC/USB power.

“We’ve worked hard to ensure every aspect 

of the Club World experience —from the lounges 

we’ve refreshed to the new gour met menus from 

[Austrian catering firm] Do&Co on flights from 

Heathrow, and the luxurious bedding we’ve intro-

duced from The White Company—exudes the very 

British style and quality customers expect from us,” 

Birger added.

The three-cabin A350 aircraft will feature 

the latest 56-seat World Traveller Plus premium 

economy cabin, with updated furnishings that 

include a plush pillow and warm quilt, new 

amenity kits and an improved dining experience. 

Amenity bags

Small goodies can perk up a flight, and refreshing 

lotions and creams, toothbrushes and earplugs are 

standard for many airlines. BA provides luxurious 

amenity kits to Club World passengers. Elegantly 

designed bags from The White Company contain 

products from the retailer’s Restore & Relax 

Spa Collection. A soft jersey eye-mask, lip balm, 

Full-flat business-class seats can 

fully recline for a restful flight. 

moisturi ser and a relaxing pulse point oil are 

just a few of the deluxe items that customers 

can enjoy.

Last year, Etihad launched a major new partner-

ship with the Italian fragrance brand Acqua di 

Parma to upgrade the quality of their amenity bags. 

The UAE national airline has introduced a range 

of exclusive amenity bags and toiletries for its first- 

and business-class passengers. The business-class 

unisex wallet bag contains a sample of Colonia, 

the brand’s staple unisex cologne, and a hand 

cream which will also be dispensed in the business-

class bathrooms.

Finnair, meanwhile, has collaborated with 

celebrated Finnish design house Marimekko since 

2012, and, in March, released an improved amenity 

bag for the business-class cabin. The bag includes 

alumi nium tubes of almond-coconut lip cream 

and a chamomile-lavender facial hydrator from L:A 

Bruket, a Swedish organic skincare brand.

The majority of the cosmetic comforts included 

in the new amenity bags—as well as other perks, 

such as slippers made from recycled plastic bottles 

and a tooth brush made from bio-plastic corn-

starch—have been made with sustaina bi lity in 

mind. These changes should allow Finnair to 

re duce its plastic waste by 4,500kg per year.

Working well

As frequent flyers will know, the quality of experi-

ence varies from airline to airline. For people 

who travel around the world for work, the things 

mentioned here are key to ensuring a pleasant and 

relaxing flight ahead of a busy schedule. New routes 

and more direct flights will increase efficiency 

and reduce travel stress, which will lead to better 

business results—something these airlines are 

committed to helping you achieve. 

Etihad amenities include Acqua di Parma cologne and hand cream. PHOTO: ETIHAD AIRWAYS

BA’s Club World business-class cabin features luxurious bedding from The White Company.
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Nestled in the mountains just two hours by train north 

of Tokyo, Nikko is famous for its beautiful scenery. The 

area’s splendid nature—including Nikko National Park, 

Lake Chuzenji, Mount Nantai and famous waterfalls—is dotted 

with shrines and villas, making it the perfect spot for a much-needed 

escape from the city.

Tobu Railway Co., Ltd. plans to launch a new tour from Tokyo to 

Nikko, and in preparation the firm is offering ACUMEN readers an 

exclusive opportunity to experience two of the area’s most intriguing 

destinations at a very special price of just ¥19,800 per person. On the 

luxurious two-day, one-night trip—on 15–16 June—you will stay at 

the lavish Chuzenji Kanaya Hotel and enjoy an exclusive breakfast 

and dinner. Also included is a return train ticket from Tokyo to Nikko.

Lakeside dining

Another special experience Tobu has arranged is a private dinner at 

the beautiful Chuzenji Lake Boat House. Originally built in the 1940s 

as a waterfront resort facility, the building has been restored and 

offers stunning views of the expansive lake and its beautiful shores.

Lake Chuzenji’s high elevation—1,269m above sea level—makes 

the heat of the Japanese summer more tolerable. In the past, this 

appealed to many embassies and enticed them to build summer 

villas alongside the lake.

UK history

On this trip, you’ll visit the impressive British Embassy Villa Park 

for a delicious private breakfast. The former holiday home of 

Ernest Mason Satow, GCMG, PC, an influential British diplomat 

during the Meiji period (1868–1912), it later became the Embassy 

villa before being restored and opened to the public. From the 

black wooden building, you can see superb sights of the lake and 

surrounding natural beauty, as well as explore exhibitions on Satow’s 

life in Japan and British culture.

Given the verdant environment, the villa is surrounded by many 

delightful and relaxing ways to spend the day. Enjoy a boat cruise or 

ride a kayak on Lake Chuzenji, or hike the trails of beautiful Oku-

Nikko, the mountainous area west of the city.

That’s just a taste of what awaits you on this rare advance look 

at one of Tobu Railway’s tours. Don’t miss the chance to see famous 

natural sights that are surprisingly close to the bustle of Tokyo, yet 

feel a world away. 

To find out more, please contact Megumi Okazaki:
tobutour@custom-media.com

Exclusive special trip for ACUMEN readers  
from Tobu Railway

NATURALLY 
NIKKO

The Chuzenji Kanaya Hotel 
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INCLUDED
• Return train ticket between Asakusa and 

Tobu Nikko Stations

• One-night stay at the Chuzenji Kanaya Hotel

• Dinner at the Chuzenji Lake Boat House

• Breakfast at the British Embassy Villa Park

• Your choice of one optional activity

TOUR DATES: JUNE 15–16

SPECIAL PRICE: ¥19,800/PERSON SCHEDULE Participation in these activities is mandatory.

day 1

5pm: Meet at the Chuzenji Kanaya Hotel 

6pm: Dinner at the Boat House 

8pm: Return to the hotel

day 2

7:15am: Meet at the hotel

7:30am: British Embassy Villa Park breakfast

9:00am: Return to the hotel

DAY 2: OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES (free of charge) Choose one of the below.

9:50am: Hiking from 

Lake Yuno to Ryuzu Falls

10:30am: Lake Chuzenji 

sightseeing cruise

10:30am: Canoe picnic 

The historic British Embassy Villa Park

Seats are limited. Book now and don't miss out on this exciting tour! 

Enjoy natural hot springs at the Chuzenji Kanaya Hotel's Public Grand Bath.Beautiful Kegon Falls

Tranquil views over Lake Chuzenji 
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T he European Parliament has voted in 

favour of the Copyright in the Digital Single 

Market Directive (DSM), a measure that 

it claims will bring European copyright law in line 

with modern technology. But two portions—widely 

referred to as Articles 11 and 13—have set off a 

firestorm online. Critics insist that the directive will 

bring crippling restrictions and censorship that will 

hobble the creative economy and could spell the 

end of the internet as we know it.

Slaying the giants

Reforms to European Union (EU) copyright laws 

were first proposed by activists in the UK. They 

believed that internet giants such as Google, 

YouTube and Facebook had, for too long, been 

profiting from the work of artists, publishers and 

others in the creative space without providing 

anything in return.

The argument was that the existing laws were 

allowing the big tech firms to grow richer, but were 

hurting those who created the content that people 

wanted to access.

The EU first voted on the issue in 2016 but the 

directive failed to pass. In the years since, revisions 

to key parts of the legislation have been made in 

an effort to win over a majority in the European 

Parliament. A new vote was held this year, on 

26 March, and the directive was approved. This 

COPYRIGHT CRISIS
Will new EU directive kill the web as we know it?

BY JULIAN RYALL

LAW

major step towards becoming law means that, 

by 2021, the internet will be radically altered.

“Content owners have, for many years, la mented 

the so-called ‘value gap’, whereby online plat forms 

and news aggre gators earn signi ficant advertising 

revenues without paying for the content they use 

on their platforms,” said Dr Lutz Riede, a counsel 

specialising in intellectual property and tech no logy 

law in the Vienna office of Freshfields Bruckhaus 

Deringer LLP.

“With the DSM Directive, the EU legislation 

hopes to create a ‘fair balance’, meaning giving 

content creators and publishers a better nego-

tiating position vis-à-vis online plat forms and 

news aggregators, meaning the current tech 

incumbents such as Google,” he told ACUMEN.

In a statement released on 26 March, the 

European Commission reiterated that the directive 

“protects creativity in the digital age and ensures 

that the EU citizens benefit from wider access to 

content and new guarantees to fully protect their 

freedom of expression online”.

The statement added that the new rules are 

designed to strengthen the bloc’s creative indu-

stries, which represent 11.65mn jobs, 6.8% of GDP 

and are worth €915,000mn per year.

Counterpunch

Google was swift to hit back, claiming that the 

revisions would “harm Europe’s creative and 

digital industries”.

The new regulations clarify that online plat-

forms which rely on user-generated content will 

be consi dered liable for anything that is uploaded 

unlaw fully. This means that platforms must acquire 

licences from content owners.

The provision, Article 17 in the new legislation 

but Article 13 previously, has been dubbed an 

“online filter” by opponents because it imposes 

an obligation on the platforms to make sure that—

once they have been notified—infringing content 

will not be available in the future.

The second controversial clause is Article 15 

(previously Article 11) which has been described 

as a “link tax” because it places a cost on sharing 

even snippets of existing content. This provision 

gives press publishers control over the use of their 

content and publications, and the right to demand 

payment from anyone using the information.

“Content owners and press publishers may thus 

expect increasing revenues,” Riede said. “In turn, 

Online platforms which rely on 

user-generated content will be 

considered liable for anything 

that is uploaded unlawfully.
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online platforms that are active in the EU must 

prepare themselves—more so than previously—

to enter into licence agreements with the owners of 

the content disseminated on their web sites”.

Glass half full?

“Despite the increased cost, there may be a positive 

effect for these stakeholders,” Riede suggested. “If 

the new law can bring clarity, there will hopefully 

be fewer legal battles and a broader availability of 

copyrighted content”.

Not everyone is convinced.

An online petition against the directive quickly 

attracted more than 5mn signatures, the Italian 

version of Wikipedia went black in protest, news  

papers in Poland printed blank front pages and 

German citizens protested in the streets.

In an opinion article in The Telegraph two 

days after the vote, Ryan Bourne, chair for the 

Public Understanding of Economics at the Cato 

Institute, said the new laws would serve “to stifle 

innovation on the internet”.

“In a world where business models constantly 

evolve and openness is crucial to fomenting new 

ideas, the EU’s instincts are to protect struggling 

firms while treating vibrant tech giants as cash 

cows,” he said.

The consequences could be profound, he 

added. Google, for example, may decide that—

because Google News generates such little 

income—the link tax is not worth paying. The 

firm may choose to either remove previews to 

searchable stories, worsening the user experience, 

or simply scrap the service entirely. And where 

deals are agreed, they will almost certainly be with 

the largest press publishers, further “entrenching 

the power of dominant news sources to the detri-

ment of media start-ups,” according to Bourne.

There may be a positive effect … If the new law can bring clarity,  

there will hopefully be fewer legal battles and a broader availability 

of copyrighted content.

Taking sides

The debate has even divided the industry. Sir Paul 

McCartney and Blondie lead singer Debbie Harry 

have come out in favour of the regulations. Rapper 

Wyclef Jean and Sir Tim Berners Lee, inventor of the 

world wide web, have campaigned against them.

Riede played down suggestions that all firms 

will be hurt financially by the revised regulations. 

The costs will primarily impact the already wealthy 

“big” platforms, he believes. But the fact that the 

rules are only a directive means that there are still 

“many uncertainties on how the new laws will 

be applied in practice and the implications this 

will have”.

The regulations have numerous exceptions and 

limitations, such as non-profit Wikipedia, start-up 

platforms or individuals using content for non- 

commercial purposes. “But, it will be important 

that these exceptions are applied in practice with 

clarity,” said Riede.

Becoming law

The next step is for the directive to be imple mented 

into national laws within the next two years. Each 

EU member must choose how to apply the directive 

and ratify it. Some will choose a stricter interpre-

tation, which could impact everyone.

“It will have to be seen how member states 

trans pose the directive into their national laws, and 

how courts apply these—especially with a matter 

as com plex as the one at hand,” Riede concluded. 

“As with any directive, the member states will 

have some room for manoeuvre, and differences 

will remain”. 

Article 11: Protection of press  
publications concerning digital uses
Also known as “the link tax,” this provision 

directs member states to provide publishers of 

press publications with the rights to obtain fair 

and proportionate remuneration for the digital 

use of their press publications by informa tion 

society service providers.

 

Article 13: Use of protected content  
by online content sharing services
Commonly called “the meme ban,” this 

provision states that online content sharing 

service providers and right holders should 

cooperate in good faith to ensure that unau-

thor ised protected works or other subject 

matter are not available on their services.

The European Parliament voted on 26 March to approve the controversial directive. PHOTO: DILIFF [CC BY-SA 3.0] 
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T he notion of instantaneous, error-free 

translation between diverse languages 

has long been a staple of science fiction. 

Perhaps the most famous example is the Universal 

Translator seen in the television series Star Trek. 

Another less practical example comes from 

Douglas Adams’s humorous 1978 BBC Radio 4 

programme The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, 

in which the handy Babel fish serves as an instant 

translator when inserted into the ear.

In recent years, there has been growing antici-

pation that this dream of tearing down the language 

barrier might become reality. The hope is being 

driven particularly by artificial intelligence (AI) 

and its potential as demonstrated in other fields.

Thinking machines

AI refers to the simulation of human intelligence 

in computers, whereby the machine supposedly 

acquires the ability to “think” like a human, en-

abling it to mimic human actions. Examples of 

applied AI include self-driving cars, facial recogni-

tion systems and smart personal assistants, such as 

Apple Inc.’s Siri and Google LLC’s Alexa.

Further enhancing AI is the concept of deep 

learning. This refers to how an AI system essentially 

refines its output and performance through trial and 

error, an exhaustive process of ploughing through a 

massive data set of sample inputs.

The effectiveness of deep-learning systems is 

closely tied to the amount of data used. Meaningful 

improvement in system performance often requires 

an exponential increase in the size of the data set.

Found in translation

In the case of machine translation, this deep-

learning approach involves an AI-driven system 

churning through a massive database that contains 

matched pairs of words, phrases and sentences 

in two languages. Using these matched pairs, the 

AI-powered machine translation system identifies 

BEYOND BABEL
Can AI solve the problem of natural-language translation?

BY PHIL ROBERTSON

frequently occurring patterns within the bilingual 

data and applies what it has gleaned to each new 

source document that it is fed. This is how it gener-

ates a translation of the document from the source 

language to the target language.

The computer itself will not have generated 

these matched sentence-fragment pairs. Instead, 

the firm manu facturing the system will have 

already sourced them. For this reason, AI firms 

will often contact translation firms and ask for 

access to their bilingual indexes, which will have 

been produced by human translators. However, 

this practice may raise ethical questions relating 

to data protection and client confidentiality.

Fake it ’til you make it

Thanks to the prodigious processing power of 

today’s computers, machine translation systems 

are now able to crank out high-volume translations 

with impressive speed—another factor that endears 

them to end-users.

It is worth noting, however, that the machine 

is not comprehending the text in any real sense. 

Instead, it is simply using the fruits of its extensive 

analysis of corresponding language patterns in 

the two languages to create an equivalent text that 

is as convincing as possible. In other words, the 

computer is just mimicking the human translator 

using incredibly extensive observation.

An experienced and knowledgeable human 

translator, on the other hand, possesses a clear 

mental picture and an overall understanding of the 

source text’s subject matter—be it the functioning 

of a jet engine, a complex legal or foreign-policy 

issue, the inner workings of a digital camera, or the 

characteristics of a particular financial market.

The human translator understands the impli ca-

tions of what is written in the source text as well as 

what is explicitly stated. This enables them to select 

just the right word, term or phrase, to spot nuance, 

and to deduce the correct meaning based on each 

statement’s context. These skills are simply beyond 

the present capability of computers. Despite all the 

fanfare surrounding AI, experts in the field quietly 

acknowledge that solving the problem of natural-

language under standing would be the equivalent 

of solving the problem of human intelligence itself.

For now, some vendors of AI translation 

systems are making their wares more market able 

by having human editors review, edit and clean up 

the raw out put of the machine translation system. 

This halfway-house solution may well satisfy their 

clients, who will probably be none-the-wiser as 

to why their AI-generated transla tions read as 

smoothly as the writing of a human translator.

However, this approach would seem to under-

score the shortcomings of these systems as much 

as their potential power. It has also been said that 

when an AI fails it does not fail gracefully. An 

example is the self-driving car that drove into the 

side of a truck which happened to be the same 

colour as the open road that the car’s imaging 

systems were attempting to identify.

Similarly, AI translation systems do not appear 

to have the self-regulating capability necessary 

to avoid catastrophic linguistic slip-ups, which 

may have serious adverse consequences for the 

consumer if they are not detected in time by 

human intervention. 

Solving the problem of natural language under standing would be  

the equivalent of solving the problem of human intelligence itself.
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A t more than 4,500 years, the Great Pyramid of Giza is the 

oldest of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World. But 

despite years of study, mysteries about its origin and 

purpose continue to deepen.

In 2017, a team of Japanese and French scien tists announced 

they had studied the structure for two years and discovered that it 

contains a cavity some 30m long. To make this discovery, they used 

a power ful new tech  nique called muography that promises to open 

new areas of collaboration between the UK and Japan for scientific 

research and commercial applications.

X-RAY VISION
Muography holds promise for UK and Japan

BY TIM HORNYAK
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Pyramid peeking

The discovery of two voids has been controversial, 

and some experts question their significance. 

With no way to access the cavities, it’s impossible 

to say what they may contain or why they were 

incorporated into the monument to Pharaoh 

Khufu, who reigned from 2589 to 2566 BC as the 

second pharaoh of the Fourth Dynasty of ancient 

Egypt. One theory is that they were designed to 

relieve weight from the roof of the Great Gallery, 

the passage that ascends to the King’s Chamber.

Those secrets may be revealed by muography, a 

technique that makes use of particles called muons, 

the heavier cousins of electrons. Muons are created 

when cosmic rays flying through space collide 

with air molecules in Earth’s atmosphere. Every 

square centimetre of our planet 

is showered with muons at all 

times. But as they move at near 

the speed of light and interact 

weakly with matter, we do not 

notice them. Compared with 

imaging techniques such as 

X-rays, muons are freely available and can be found 

just about anywhere.

“High-energy muons can penetrate as far as 2km 

within solid rock and, therefore, similar in prac tice to 

X-ray machines, can be used as an imaging tech  ni-

que to see within gigan tic objects such as volca  noes, 

pyramids and nuclear reactors,” Hiroyuki Tanaka, 

a professor and director at The University of Tokyo’s 

International Muography Research Organization 

Third-generation muography observation system (MMOS)

Hiroyuki Tanaka

(MUOGRAPHIX), told ACUMEN. “Along with being 

capable of imaging potential minerals or energy 

resources under  ground, muography is also a non-

destructive technique”.

Tanaka has been studying muography for 

decades and is a pioneer in the field. He has 

collaborated with other researchers—including 

those from the UK—to study a range of uses for 

muography. These include scanning under-

ground water tables as well as seismic fault zones 

and volcanoes—an important application for a 

seismically active country such as Japan, which 

is home to the still-active Mount Asama.

Commercial value

Aside from shedding light on geological features, 

muography also has industrial applications. In 

2016, Japanese researchers installed a muon 

detector—about the size of a washing machine—

in the Unit 2 reactor of the crippled Fukushima 

Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant. The researchers were 

able to get a virtual peek inside the highly radio-

active pressure vessel and deduce the presence of 

nuclear fuel debris.

“Social infrastructure—including silos for 

nuclear waste, bridges, highways, underground 

pipe systems—constructed in the 1950s is getting 

old and needs to be maintained, but there was 

no practical method to evaluate the degree of 

ageing,” explained Tanaka. “Muography can offer 

a completely new visualisation tech nique for 

non-destructive evaluation and testing of these 

structures. Muography will, in particular, contri-

bute to industry, innovation and infra structure for 

global safety, part of the United Nations Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDGs)”.

Those secrets may be 

revealed by muography,  

a technique that makes use 

of particles called muons.

Cosmic-ray muography is being applied to  
various areas of business

Smart building tech

Infrastructure

Blast furnaces and industrial operations

Wind energy (turbine bases)

Nuclear reactors, waste and safeguards

Offshore decommissioning 

Cargo scanning

Submarine decommissioning 

Carbon storage monitoring

Tunnels and pipes

Caves and underground structures

Mineral exploration and prospecting

Volcano and glacier research

Pyramid and historic buildings
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Scottish connection

Since the SDGs were established in 2015, 

research into muography has led to the develop-

ment of possible commercial applications. These 

include scanning the following:

• Containers for smuggled nuclear materials

• Underground areas for mining exploration

• Interiors of blast furnaces for problem areas

• Civil engineering targets such as wind turbines, 

bridges and oil rigs

There are just a handful of muography firms 

in the world, and only a few are at the stage of 

providing services.

One innovator winning awards and making 

a name for itself is Lynkeos Technology Limited, 

a Scottish firm spun off from the University of 

Glasgow’s nuclear physics group. It’s funded by 

the UK Nuclear Decommissioning Authority 

through Sellafield Ltd, which is overseeing the 

decommissioning of the Sellafield nuclear fuel 

reprocessing site.

In conjunction with the university, Lynkeos 

has developed the Muon Imaging System to 

better detect and manage radioactive waste. 

Because muons scatter when they hit uranium, 

the system can be used to determine whether 

ageing nuclear waste containers remain intact. It’s 

a relatively inexpensive way to test nuclear waste 

materials and provides an option where no other 

technologies exist.

“When we spun out Lynkeos, we were very 

quickly successful with Innovate UK funding 

to commercialise our Muon Imaging System, 

which has now been deployed at Sellafield,” said 

David Mahon, a researcher at the University of 

Glasgow and a director at Lynkeos. “This has been 

used for imaging trials on waste samples for the 

nuclear industry”.

The UK has made carbon capture and storage 

(CCS) an important part of evolving energy policy 

initiatives. In 2018, the UK government pledged 

£21.5m to spur innovation in CCS as part of one of 

seven Mission Innovation challenges that came out 

of the COP21 Sustainable Innovation Forum 2015, 

held in Paris.

In 2015, scientists announced that carbon 

dioxide levels in the Earth’s atmosphere had reached 

400ppm, up about 50% from pre-industrial levels. 

To slow atmo spheric warming and climate change, 

researchers and industry are experimenting with 

CCS, a field in which researchers in continental 

Europe, as well as those based in the UK, are taking 

a leading role.

For instance, Norwegian energy firm Equinor 

ASA captures about 1mn tons of CO2 annually 

from the Sleipner West natural gas drilling plat-

form in the North Sea and stores the carbon 1km 

below the seabed.

One problem with CCS is leakage. Checking 

for leaks from underground reservoirs is 

expensive, but muography may prove to be a 

game-changer. 

In 2012, researchers in the UK and the US 

developed a simple muography model that could 

detect a change of as little as 0.4% in the mean 

density of a reservoir at a depth of about 1km. 

In a related study published in 2018, scientists 

at the University of Sheffield and other centres 

described their successful development of a solid-

state muon detector designed for underground 

CO2 reservoirs. The study also followed the 

detector’s two-month testing in a 1.1-km deep 

borehole at the Boulby Mine in northern England.

“We wanted to see how the equipment 

worked in this dusty environment of elevated 

temperatures, as well as getting the signal out 

of the detector itself,” said Lee Thompson, a 

professor of particle physics and astrophysics 

CARBON CAPTURE AND STORAGE

at the University of Sheffield and a co-author of 

the study. 

“At those depths, the muon flux does get 

attenuated some what, but we were able to 

clearly see muons passing through the system 

at a frequency that we expected. We’ve kept the 

work going through other avenues, one of which 

is quite exciting because we’ve filed for a patent 

for muography use in a commercial application in 

a key UK industry,” explained Thompson, adding, 

“Unfortunately, I can’t say anything more about it 

right now!”

Mahon believes that muography will benefit 

industries such as mining and security, as well 

as carbon capture and storage. Meanwhile, 

the field will benefit from increasing scientific 

collaboration between Japan and the UK—

muography scientists attended conferences in 

both countries last year.

“There’s a lot of scope for muography to help 

industry and the environment,” said Mahon. “The 

vision for our technology is to increase safety within 

the industry, to reduce costs and to accelerate long 

programmes of work. As well as the industry and 

the environment, it will also have a big impact on 

the taxpayer”. 

When we spun out Lynkeos,  

we were very quickly  

successful with Innovate UK 

funding to commercialise  

our Muon Imaging System
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Nestled in the beautiful surroundings of 

Jinseki Kogen, a small town in Hiroshima 

Prefecture, Jinseki International School 

(JINIS) offers a unique educational experience. 

A European-style boarding school for children 

in grades one to six, JINIS’s entirely bilingual 

curriculum equips students with strong Japanese 

language skills while preparing them to enter the 

world’s top boarding schools.

ACUMEN sat down with two of the school’s 

senior advisors—Michael Rob Gray and John 

Baugh—to learn more about JINIS, its surround-

ings and what has influenced its development.

Expert advice

“JINIS is a new school that draws upon the experi-

ence of two education advisors and mentors,” 

explained Baugh, who is currently executive director 

of St. Andrew’s School in Kenya. He and Gray, 

who has been head master of the prestigious Swiss 

boarding school Institut Le Rosey since 2002, have 

provided the know-how that has been essential to 

the development of the school’s backbone.

Baugh believes his experience will inspire his 

leadership at JINIS. “I ran the Dragon School, 

Oxford, for 17 years and two other UK prep schools 

before that. The Dragon is seen by many to be the 

pre-eminent boarding prep school in the UK and, 

with more than 30 years of headship under 

my belt, I hope I bring much knowledge and 

experience to the team”.

Boarding benefits

Baugh spoke about core values and how what 

children learn from boarding school extends 

beyond mere academic achievement. Personal 

growth and under standing, he said, are equally 

important.

“In a boarding school, you have to live with 

people. You cannot disappear at the end of the 

day. You very quickly learn to get on with every  one 

and discover that—in spite of our differences—we 

need to find empathy, compassion, under standing, 

tolerance and forgiveness in our dealings with 

everyone. It is these qualities that will be crucial 

to us as we grow up in a multi-cultural world”.

Gray, who is considered a thought leader in 

education and brings a considerable amount of 

experience to JINIS, mentioned the notice able 

progress students make while studying at board-

ing school. “You become a part of a group, and 

you know how to do things yourself. So, if you have 

a problem, you don’t go to mummy and daddy 

to solve it”.

The forging of relationships is also key. “There 

is the group mentality as well,” he said. “They are 

together, they belong to this community and they 

have to learn to live together”.

John BaughMichael Rob Gray

LEARNING FOR  
THE FUTURE
Jinseki International School sets  

high standards in a tranquil locale

What children learn 

from boarding school 

extends beyond mere 

academic achievement.
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Personal approach

JINIS offers many benefits, and a very important 

one, Baugh said, is individual attention. By keeping 

class sizes small compared with day schools, 

JINIS staff can spend much more time with their 

students. “This can help teachers to engage and 

encourage each individual in and out of the class-

room,” he explained.

“Just as staff investment may be higher, this 

is also true of facilities and resources,” he added. 

“Boarding schools are often set in the countryside, 

amidst extensive grounds, with top-class facilities 

such as the well-stocked libraries, sports fields 

and science, art and music facilities. These may be 

available to students outside of the school day, too, 

so that they can enjoy personal hobbies in their 

own time”.

When asked about the verdant locale of JINIS, 

Gray explained: “It is conducive to a different type 

of learning. It takes children out of their normal 

environment to somewhere they can feel safe, and 

where they can learn in different ways. They can 

learn about traditional aspects of Japanese culture, 

and also about cultures across the world. So, I think 

that is rather special”.

Moreover, JINIS is not just appealing to 

Japanese students and parents. “I think, if you’re 

an expat in Japan, one of the things you would 

like would be for your children to learn to speak 

Japanese. What a great advantage,” he added. 

“At the same time, you don’t want them to forget 

their English or to be completely out of the English 

system. At JINIS, you can have both”.

Summer programmes

For the past three years, JINIS has been offering 

summer programmes that help parents and 

children get a feel for life at the school. Two distinct 

programmes are now available and are open to 

young children with limited or no English skills. 

The programmes explore themes in English, and 

children can explore the English language while 

being guided by the teachers. This enables them to 

steadily build English skills—another way in which 

JINIS is preparing young children to excel at inter-

national schools around the world.

Last year, JINIS started the Academic Pro gramme, 

which is designed for native English-speakers. 

“We brought in a British teacher with international 

experience and she put on an English-speaking 

programme for two weeks,” Gray explained. The 

programme is based on various features of the 

International Primary Curriculum and teaches 

children history, geography, maths, science, art 

and international mindedness, as well as personal, 

social, health and economic skills. “That worked 

very well, I must say. We are hoping for the same 

thing this year”.

British influence

As a graduate of the University of Cambridge, Gray 

spoke well of British education and reflected on 

his own time in British schools. “I think most of 

us who were educated in Britain probably had a 

very humanist education—a greater interest in the 

person, a greater interest in your development—

and I think that has probably informed part of 

my view on education. I don’t think it is going to 

Cambridge or a particular university that does that. 

I think it is the whole idea of education in the UK”.

Boarding schools in the UK hold themselves 

to impressive standards. Having attended such 

schools, Baugh sees this as a must for JINIS as 

well. “British boarding schools are expected to 

uphold the highest standards of pastoral care and 

safeguarding for all their students, and they are 

inspected regularly against those standards”. This 

high-quality boarding and academic brilliance is 

something Baugh has taken seriously in his role 

as advisor for JINIS. “I will ensure that JINIS is 

measured against those same standards so that 

we remain outstanding in all we do”.

Baugh added: “I am in no doubt that Jinseki 

International School will be a beacon of learning—

real learning—for young people in Japan and 

beyond. The children who learn at Jinseki Interna-

tional School will take their learning further, to the 

great schools and colleges of Japan, Europe and 

the United States”.

Scheduled to open in 2020, JINIS is set to 

become an institution qualified for and dedicated 

to educating junior school children in prepara-

tion for their future educational lives. In a world 

that is going through some of the most turbulent 

times in years, the education and nurturing of 

junior school children is more important than 

ever. As Baugh concluded, “Jinseki International 

School is a school for the future—being created 

for today’s children”. 

Jinseki Kogen-cho

Jinseki Kogen-cho
Hiroshima

Sea Park Ohama

Hiroshima City

Snow Resort
Nekoyama

Hiroshima
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ARTS UK EVENTS IN JAPAN
COMPILED BY:

MEGAN CASSON 
megan@custom-media.com

MISA YASHIRO
coordinator@custom-media.com

1

FROM 19 APRIL
King Lear

Directed by Jonathan Munby, this contemporary retelling of 

Shakespeare’s tender, violent, moving and shocking play has 

received rave reviews. This presentation at the Human Trust 

Cinema, Shibuya, will be broadcast live from London’s West 

End and features Ian McKellen as King Lear.

PHOTO: © JOHAN PERSSON

Human Trust Cinema

1 Chome-23-16 Shibuya, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150-0002

Price: ¥3,000 (¥2000 for students)

2

20 APRIL–12 MAY

Hannah McAndrew: Slipware Exhibition

Award-winning British potter Hannah McAndrew produces 

a range of hand-thrown earthenware pots using slipware 

techniques. She will be exhibiting some of her intricately 

decorated work in Gallery St Ives, Tokyo, an outlet specialising 

in contemporary British studio pottery since 2000.

Gallery St Ives

3 Chome-5-13 Fukasawa, Setagaya-ku, Tokyo 158-0081

03-3705-3050

Closed Tuesdays and Wednesdays

3

27 APRIL–30 JUNE

The Burrell Collection: A voyage to Impressionism.  

Vision of a great shipownercollector

Born in Glasgow, Scottish shipping merchant and philan thropist 

Sir William Burrell (1861–1958) was known for his art collection 

which included modern French paintings as well as a variety 

of works by Scottish artists influenced by them. This exhibit at 

Bunkamura: The Museum features 80 pieces that take the viewer 

on a journey through art trends, from Realism to Impressionism.

ARTWORK: EDGAR DEGAS, THE REHEARSAL, C. 1874, OIL ON CANVAS, GLASGOW,  
THE BURRELL COLLECTION © CSG CIC GLASGOW MUSEUMS COLLECTION

The Bunkamura Museum of Art

2-24-1 Dogenzaka, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150-8507

Price: ¥1,500

03-5777-8600 (Hello Dial)

www.bunkamura.co.jp/english/museum

◉ FREE TICKETS

We have five pairs of free tickets for this event.

2

3

1
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◉
To apply for giveaways, please send an email with 

your name, address and telephone number by 1 May to: 

coordinator@custom-media.com

Winners will be picked at random.

4

6 MAY

Hayabusa Symphony Orchestra & Stravinsky

A descendant of famed Russian composer Igor Stravinsky, 

Marius Stravinsky will be leading the Hayabusa Symphony 

Orchestra in a programme to celebrate the enthronement of 

the new Emperor. A graduate of Eton College, the University 

of Cambridge and the Royal Academy of Music, Marius will 

conduct performances of Igor Stravinsky’s The Firebird Suite 

and Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky’s 1812 Overture.

Tokyo Opera City Concert Hall

3-20-2 Nishi-Shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 163-1403

Price: ¥3,000–5,000

www.operacity.jp/en/concert

◉ FREE TICKETS

We have four pairs of free tickets for this event.

5

21 MAY
Elevation

A dance that explores identity, fluidity of self-development and 

the process of filtering and understating external and internal 

voices, Elevation is choreographed and performed by James Pett 

and Travis Clausen-Knight, two dancers from renowned British 

dance group, Company Wayne McGregor. Well received by the 

audiences of Sadler Wells Theatre, London, this performance is 

a must see.

PHOTO: SCOTT SHAW

Cerulean Tower Noh Theatre, Shibuya

26-1 Sakuragaoka-cho, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150-8512

¥3,000–5,500

0120-240-540  |  www.confetti-web.com/elevation

◉ FREE TICKETS

We have two pairs of free tickets for this event.

6

21–26 JUNE

Royal Ballet Japan Tour

Returning to Japan for the first time since 2016, the Royal Ballet will 

be performing two programmes: Don Quixote at the Tokyo Bunka 

Kaikan and a gala performance at the Kanagawa Kenmin Hall. 

Music will be provided by the Tokyo City Philharmonic Orchestra.

PHOTO: JOHAN PERSSON / ROH

Price: ¥8,000–25,000

Tokyo Bunka Kaikan

5-45 Uenokoen, Taito-ku, Tokyo 110-8716

03-5685-0650  |  www.t-bunka.jp

Kanagawa Kenmin Hall

3-1 Yamashitacho, Naka-ku, Yokohama, Kanagawa 231-0023

045-662-5901  |  www.kanagawa-kenminhall.com/english

5

6

4
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W hen I met up with Clark Datchler and 

Mike Nocito, founding members of the 

British pop group Johnny Hates Jazz, 

backstage at Billboard Live Tokyo in January, the 

two were raring to talk music biz. They reached 

back to the 1960s and '70s to tell me about the 

musicians who had inspired them, then pulled 

me back to the current state of pop—with a detour 

through the '80s, when the band had huge chart hits.

It was a ping-pong conversation between two 

pals who talk as a unified team. Both have strong 

music DNA and Nocito proudly mentioned his 

musical family.

“My mother was a singer and I only ever wanted 

to do music, that’s it. And here I am. Lucky me”.

Your mistake

However, things got off to a slightly uncomfortable 

start when the band’s name was inspired by an 

off-the-cuff comment by Nocito’s brother-in-

law, Johnny.

Datchler recalled: “My dad was a very successful 

jazz musician. And if you like or know jazz, you’ll 

know they’re very protective of their genre. When 

he heard I was in a band called Johnny Hates Jazz, 

he didn’t speak to me for a month. It was serious 

stuff. And then he became my biggest supporter”.

Aside from Johnny, do Datchler and Nocito 

them selves hate jazz?

“I’ve always loved jazz,” Nocito assured me, and 

Datchler echoed that. “Yeah, we grew up listening 

to all kinds of music, both of us, because, if you grew 

up in the '60s, '70s, you didn’t delineate against 

genres so much—especially if you were a musician.

“I was as influenced by The Beatles as I was 

Stevie Wonder, Nat King Cole and Ravel. Good 

music is good music. I love that Quincy Jones said 

recently in a documentary, ‘There’s only two kinds 

of music: good music and bad music’”.

Nocito cut in, “Clark writes the songs, and there 

are a lot of jazz chords in there”.

JOHNNY HATES JAZZ
Catching up with Clark Datchler and Mike Nocito

BY GUY PERRYMAN MBE

Different seasons

Nearly three-and-a-half decades have passed 

since Johnny Hates Jazz was founded in 1985. 

Have their musical tastes changed over the years, 

either personally or professionally? I had to ask.

“It’s weird, because modern music just does 

not talk to me for lots of reasons,” said Nocito. “I’m 

from the background of making the records—

engineering and producing—so, when I listen to 

modern records, I don’t know the provenance of 

it, because of auto-tune, because of the computers 

making it. I don’t know what’s real or what isn’t 

real, so it doesn’t speak to me”.

Datchler picked up on the computer connec-

tion. “It’s a weird thing, because, in some ways, 

it’s a precursor to the rise of artificial intelli gence. 

I will not be surprised if the human were removed 

at some point from the record-making process. I 

actually think it’s started to happen—and that’s 

an incredibly, deeply worrying thing”.

And then they paused. “What a downer answer 

we’ve given,” Nocito said.

“We often hear the phrase ‘the consumption of 

music,’” added Datchler. “[As if] music is consumed. 

We never used to consume music; we used to listen 

to it. That phrase was never used. It’s not a cheese 

sandwich, it’s a song, it’s a symphony. So, in that 

sense, that’s how music has changed”.

Turn back the clock

I thought that this was a good moment to flash 

back to the 1980s and the exciting early times for 

Johnny Hates Jazz.

Nocito recalled how thrilling it was. “It was the 

start of MTV. If you look at a graph of music, there 

was a peak there in the '80s. Because of MTV, all of 

a sudden, you could sell millions and millions of 

albums, whereas artists in the '70s never thought 

about that—and nowadays you can’t [either.] It was 

BEHIND THE MIC

We never used to consume 

music; we used to listen to it.

With Nocito (left) and Datchler (right)



very exciting. However exciting you could imagine 

it could have been, it was”.

To that end, Datchler told me about an 

unexpected encounter he had in a TV studio 

in Holland.

“This was very early on. ‘Shattered Dreams’ 

had just been a hit, and I was lying down on a 

couch in one of these artist’s dressing rooms, just 

getting some rest because we were promoting and 

recording so hard at that time. I felt a tap on my 

shoulder. I opened my eyes and looked up and it 

was George Harrison. He looked down at me and 

said, ‘I love that record of yours, “Shattered Dreams”’. 

I was shocked. One of my heroes. I remember just 

looking up at him and saying, ‘I like yours, too!’ 

That was a lovely moment”.

Keep me in mind

There are many people who want to keep '80s 

music alive with dedicated festivals, TV and radio 

shows. Of this, Datchler said: “I think it’s a wonder-

ful thing, and hopefully a testament to the level of 

song-writing and record-making that existed in that 

time. Mike puts it well—the fact that it was the peak 

of a revolu tionary process in a way, because you 

had song-writing that was based on '60s and '70s 

song writers. [These were] classically written songs 

combined with the advent of technology—drum 

machines, synths—and so it created this moment in 

time of these two eras coming together that I can’t 

see ever being repeated”.

Nocito recalled the first time he heard a sampler. 

“It sampled for a millisecond, but it was the most 

unbelievable thing. We could put in a little snare 

drum or a tambourine, and it could trigger off. 

Actually, I’m now being a hypocrite, because I’m 

now saying the stuff that I hate about modern 

music—you know, cheating, just get someone to 

play it. We were doing it”.

Fast forward to 2019. “What we’re looking 

forward to is, we’ve got a new single and a new 

album coming out and I think that it’s going to 

be surprising to a lot of people—the nature of it,” 

Datchler said. “The single, we feel, is a magical 

record. We’ve got a sense about it that it’s going to 

mean something”.

BEHIND THE MIC

My dad was a very successful jazz musician . . . [and] 

when he heard I was in a band called Johnny Hates Jazz, 

he didn’t speak to me for a month.

Nocito added: “And we hope that people will 

enjoy it and won’t go, ‘Oh, they’re an '80s act, I 

won’t listen to that’. We hope that people will just 

listen to it and don’t even know that it’s an '80s act”.

Our conversation ended where it started: with 

Nocito’s brother in-law. I had to know if Johnny 

still hates jazz.

“Funnily enough, about a year ago Johnny said, 

‘I have to admit I just bought a Miles Davis album’. 

So, Johnny moderately dislikes jazz now. But that’s 

not as catchy of course!” 
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contribution, and it also brings activity to parks, 

which is a big focal point”.

Family values

The event was closed with remarks from Rugby 

World Cup Limited 2019 Executive Director Rob 

Abernethy, who said: “We believe that rugby is 

the perfect vehicle for inclusivity and diversity. 

To put it simply, World Rugby’s mission is to grow 

the global rugby family and vision as ‘a sport for 

all, true to its values’”. 

BCCJ EVENT

The British Chamber of Commerce in Japan 

(BCCJ) played lead host for the second 

Rugby Alliance event, “Diversity in Rugby,” 

on 26 March at the Conrad Tokyo.

More than 200 attendees learned about the 

sport’s wide appeal and how it is not just a game 

for men but is also embraced by and supports 

women and children.

The panel included:

• Keiko Asami, World Rugby Board member 

and former head coach of the Japan Rugby 

Women’s Sevens Team

• Magnus Hansson, chief executive officer of 

Jaguar Land Rover, Japan

• Fiona Taag, head of Global Sponsorship & 

Europe Marketing Communications at DHL

• Koji Tokumasu, president of the Shibuya 

International Rugby Club, senior director of the 

Rugby World Cup 2019 Organising Committee 

and honorary president of Asia Rugby

Women’s rugby

Following opening remarks by Rugby World Cup 

2019 Organising Committee CEO Akira Shimazu, 

BCCJ President David Bickle, who moderated 

the discussion, asked Asami about the state of 

women’s rugby.

DIVERSITY  
IN RUGBY

Panel highlights role of sport  
in social change

BY C BRYAN JONES

“Back in 2009, women’s sevens became an 

Olympic sport. This had a major impact on the 

world of rugby,” Asami said. “The tradi tional 

strong holds of rugby have been, of course, England, 

Australia and so on—for both men and women. But 

the adoption of seven-a-side rugby by the Olympic 

Games played a key role in the exponential growth 

in the number of rugby players—especially in the 

Asia region and among woman”.

Teaching kids

Moving on to regional participation and the use of 

rugby as a learning tool, Bickle asked Hansson how 

Jaguar Land Rover, one of the world-wide partners 

of the Rugby World Cup, supports the community.

“Rugby World Cup gives us the opportunity to 

promote rugby and Land Rover all across Japan,” 

he said. “It deals with youth sports, which we—

and me personally—believe in as a strong societal 

RACHEL TAYLOR—ROLE MODEL

On 28 March, the Welsh Government hosted 

a rugby-related press conference at the British 

Embassy Tokyo. Former Wales women’s captain 

Rachel Taylor, seen on this issue’s cover, joined the 

event, which focused on the role that rugby can 

play as a core part of the Wales–Japan relation ship 

and what it means for Welsh Rugby to be coming 

to Japan for the 2019 Rugby World Cup.

The Rugby Alliance is a joint-chamber group 
comprising chambers of commerce in Japan 

representing Australia, Canada, France, 
Ireland, Italy, New Zealand, South Africa, the 

United States and the UK, along with the 
Tokyo Chamber of Commerce and Industry. 

Taylor, one of Wales’ most celebrated women 

rugby stars, won 67 caps for her country as a 

player. Last July, she made history by becoming the 

first female head coach in the Wales Rugby Union, 

taking the head post with the Colwyn Bay Rugby 

Football Club, where she began her rugby journey 

at age eight. She also provides coaching assistance 

to schools to further encourage children.

It deals with youth sports, which we—and me personally—

believe in as a strong societal contribution.

PHOTO: C BRYAN JONES

PHOTO: CUSTOM MEDIA
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RUGBY

Two of the most impactful 

[number 10s] I saw were  

Owen Farrell, England’s 

number 10, and Jonathan 

Sexton, Ireland’s number 10.

Tohoku has played an important role in 

the development of Rikiya Matsuda, the 

24-year-old, 181cm Japanese rugby star. 

The region, which comprises six prefectures 

in the northernmost part of the main island of 

Honshu, was the site of training camps at which 

the Kyoto native honed his skills. Now known 

as number 10 for the Brave Blossoms, Japan’s 

national team, Matsuda played at Fushimi Kogyo 

high school in Kyoto and Teikyo University in 

Tokyo—both known for rugby.

In November 2018, Matsuda took part in an 

official training camp and test match in England. 

In addition to the Brave Blossoms, he also plays 

for the Tokyo-based HITO-Communications 

Sunwolves in Japan’s Super Rugby league and 

the Top League’s Panasonic Wild Knights in 

Ota, Gunma Prefecture. As we look to the Rugby 

World Cup (RWC) 2019, ACUMEN met up with 

Matsuda on the rugby pitch to learn more about 

his dreams and indomitable mindset.

What do you like most about rugby?

The sport has changed my life. My father was a 

professional rugby player, so I naturally joined 

Minami Kyoto rugby school. Rugby is a great sport. 

Even if you’re not a fast runner or particularly 

strong, you can still contribute to the team. It 

doesn’t matter whether you’re big or small. There is 

always a suitable position for you, and you can take 

advantage of your skills.

Rugby gives you lots of chances to meet 

interesting and loving people, too. As a child, I was 

a naughty boy who was always playing outdoors 

with friends. But I still remember the first time 

I held a rugby ball. I was 6 years old and I loved 

running, chasing the ball and scoring a try. I was 

already a little try-getter! I also played football for 

fun when I was in elementary school, which may 

be why I’m a good kicker.

What are your goals?

This is my second year as a pro. Playing profession-

ally was a goal that I strived for because I wanted 

to be an expert of something, to have something 

I could be proud of. For me, that thing was rugby.

On the pitch, I always try to be a mystery. I 

know that I’m an all-round player—the kind I 

have always tried to be. But I want to be a player 

whom nobody expects, whom people fear. “What 

is he going to do next?” I always want to surprise 

people, I don’t want them to know what I might 

do in a match.

I also try to control my feelings and always look 

to the future, never the past, because what is done 

cannot be undone. It’s a way of thinking that is 

difficult to get used to, but is extremely impor tant 

if one is to control their mindset in a positive way 

when preparing for an important match. You should 

never be haunted by past failures.

What does it mean to be part of the national team?

The Japan team is not showy or fancy, but we are 

very hard working. Every player puts 100% into 

the match and follows through to the end. I want 

to repay people for all the support, and the only 

way I can ever repay them is by showing results.

I am fortunate to have met so many great 

coaches and instructors in junior high school, 

high school and university. Looking back, the 

common thread among them is a fundamental 

way of thinking. They all taught me the same 

thing: the accumulation of small efforts is the 

most important thing in life. I have grown as a 

person thanks to rugby, and all the great people 

around me are those whom I have met through 

the sport. Rugby is my life. I am made of it. I’m 

nobody without rugby.

MYSTERIOUS 
MATSUDA

Brave Blossoms’ fly-half  
sets eyes on British clubs

TEXT AND PHOTOS BY LILY FUKUOKA
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RUGBY

What is your motto?

One more push. This is a phrase I learned from 

a physical coach when I was in university. It 

sounds rather simple, but is actually much more 

difficult to carry out than you think. Over time, 

heaps of dust can form a mountain. Applying 

that idea to sport means that one more practice 

can make a big difference in the outcome.

This phrase means a lot to me, and even 

today I think of it when I’m feeling lost. It teaches 

me not to be satisfied and to keep striving for the 

goal. Everything ends when one feels satisfied. 

Whether one can see this and avoid it makes a 

big difference in the end. I never give up. I hate 

losing. I hate being runner-up. I want to always 

be number one.

How do you spend your free time?

Whenever I have free time, I try to stay home and 

relax. I love drinking beer and shochu, too! Of 

course, I pay attention to what I eat and consume 

as much protein as possible. I also try to increase 

my carbohydrate intake three days before a match. 

Weight training is very important as well for 

building upper-body strength, so I bench press up 

to 150kg. This strength is especially needed when 

I play against big players, such as those on teams 

from the UK. I have to tell you, I’m proud of my 

abdominal muscles!

How was your time in the UK?

I feel a deep affinity with the UK. I’ve been there 

three times so far. The first time, I went for an 

Under 20 expedition. We played against Wales. It 

was a great memory for me and was the first time 

I faced such a big difference in skill level when 

playing rugby. I still remember it well, even though 

I was just in high school at the time.

The second time, I went for a university expedi-

tion. Teikyo University and Durham University 

are sister institutions. I went there with my 

team mates and we had an amazing time! We also 

played against the University of Cambridge and 

exchanged uniforms after the match. I enjoyed 

it so much!

My third trip to the UK was in November 2018, 

for an official training camp with the Japan national 

team and a test match against England. No matter 

where I go in the UK, I find the towns very beautiful 

and the atmosphere traditional.

I mentioned earlier that I enjoy drinking beer, 

so, of course, I went to stylish pubs for drinks and 

tried traditional fish and chips while I was there.

Rugby is very popular in the UK—it’s a national 

sport—so people get excited and passionate during 

the game. And Twickenham Stadium is a sacred 

place. One day, I would like to play for a British club. 

I like speaking English very much and would like 

to improve. So, in the near future, when I finally 

join one of the British or European clubs, please 

remember my name from this interview!

Which UK player do you most fear?

Since I wear number 10 for Japan, I cannot help 

but watch other number 10s wherever I go. Two 

of the most impactful I saw were Owen Farrell, 

England’s number 10, and Jonathan Sexton, 

Ireland’s number 10.

I especially like to watch Farrell’s way of using 

kicks. He has an extremely good game sense. I 

remember when we played against England in 

the 2018 test at Twickenham, as soon as Farrell 

joined the match, the flow of the game changed 

completely. He is definitely one of the top players 

in the world.

I also like to watch Sexton’s unique way of 

moving. He’s not a fancy player like Farrell, but his 

pass motion is extremely fast. He is very good at 

passing—especially at long-passing. Both players 

are blessed with size and strength. They play and 

fight physically—as they are big and fast—so we 

have to find a way of winning out against the 

power, of having our own way.

Any favourite spots in Tohoku?

I’ve been to Tohoku many, many times. Yamagata, 

Sendai and Iwate have all been sites of training 

camps. And last year I was there for charity 

acti vi ties to help rugby in kindergartens, junior 

high schools and high schools. Tohoku is one of 

the best places in Japan, rich in food and nature. 

I especially recommend visiting Sendai if you want 

good fish and beef tongue. In addition to food 

and nature, Tohoku is also rich in hospitality—the 

people there are very, very warm. Please visit 

and enjoy.

Any final message for our readers?

Rugby is great, and I hope you will take advantage 

of this amazing opportunity—the RWC 2019 in 

Japan—to learn more about the sport. Please 

come to see me running on the pitch and I will 

surprise you as a mystery player! We all need 

to connect and make the RWC 2019 a success 

for Japan. Come watch our matches and feel the 

bond as we share the experience of sport. And 

while you are there, yell out my name, Rikiya, 

and cheer me on! 

Strength is especially needed 

when I play against big players, 

such as those on teams from 

the UK.
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COMMUNITY

UK–JAPAN EVENTS 

1

From left: Koji Tokumasu, president of the Shibuya 

International Rugby Club, senior director of the 

Rugby World Cup 2019 Organising Committee and 

honorary president of Asia Rugby; David Bickle, 

British Chamber of Commerce in Japan (BCCJ) 

president; Fiona Taag, head of Global Sponsorship 

and Europe Marketing Communications at DHL; 

Magnus Hansson, CEO of Jaguar Land Rover, 

Japan; interpreter Amanda Jun Katsurada; and 

Keiko Asami, World Rugby board member and 

former head coach of the Japan Rugby Women’s 

Sevens team formed the panel at the Rugby Alliance 

“Diversity in Rugby” event at the Conrad Tokyo on 

26 March (page 37).

2

Sir Simon Fraser, founder and managing partner 

of policy advisor Flint Global Ltd. and a former 

head of the UK Foreign Office and Diplomatic 

Service, was the guest of honour at the first joint 

lunch of the year for the Japan Society and the 

Japanese Chamber of Commerce and Industry in 

the UK at Drapers’ Hall in London on 6 March.

3 

Data scientist Darren Cook, director at data analysis 

firm QQ Trend Ltd., spoke about the impact of 

artificial intelligence (AI) and the implications of 

its future development at the BCCJ event “AI Under 

the Hood: turning water into gold” at the BCCJ 

office on 12 March.

4 

Cycling group Knights in White Lycra held their 

annual 24-hour Imperial Palace Walk and Jog on 

5 April. The event raises funds for local non-profit 

organisation YouMeWe to empower abused and 

orphaned kids living in care in Japan.

PHOTO: CUSTOM MEDIA
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Japanese State Minister of Defence Kenji Harada 

(left) spoke aboard the HMS Montrose at a cocktail 

party at Harumi Pier on 12 March. Looking on were 

Commander Conor O’Neill (centre), the ship’s 

commanding officer, and Captain Paul Casson OBE 

(right), UK defence attaché to Japan.

PHOTO: CUSTOM MEDIA

6

Sailors assigned to the “War Eagles” of Patrol 

Squadron (VP) 16 meet with the Japan Maritime 

Self-Defense Force (JMSDF) sailors assigned to 

(VP) 3 on 14 March. VP-16 took part in a trilateral 

anti-submarine warfare exercise which included 

Royal Navy, JMSDF and US assets.  

PHOTO: US NAVY MASS COMMUNICATION SPECIALIST SEAMAN 
WILLIAM ANDREWS

7

Maki and David Carmichael opened The Hole in 

the Wall, a British-Irish-style restaurant and pub on 

15 March at Nishi-Ogikita, Suginami-ku, Tokyo.

PHOTO: CUSTOM MEDIA

8

Yoshikatsu Kawaguchi, former goalie at 

Portsmouth FC (2001–03), starred at a football 

coaching session in Mitaka for pupils and their 

parents on 30 March.

PHOTO: CUSTOM MEDIA

9

Celtic Wind, the folk music duo comprising 

Paul Williams (vocal, guitar, bouzouki) and Yuko 

Hamamoto (flute and melodion), performed at the 

Foreign Correspondents’ Club of Japan on 16 March.

PHOTO: CUSTOM MEDIA

BCCJ ACUMEN readers are welcome to email recent UK–Japan event photos 

with captions and credits for the editor to consider: publisher@custom-media.com
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令和
OPINION

Reiwa has no business reliving the dreams of Meiji or the 1960s.S o, it’s Reiwa. Or should it be Leiwa? In 

Japanese, the sound of the first letter is 

certainly much closer to the latter, but non-

Japanese media seem to be opting for the former. 

However the Latin alphabetic spelling goes, Japan 

is set to enter a new era on 1 May when the Heisei 

emperor abdicates and his son inherits the throne.

What kind of era Reiwa will become is entirely 

up to us and the generation that follows. Hopefully, 

it will be a grown-up era in which we do not pick 

uncalled-for fights with our neighbours and are 

able to contribute to the mutual support system that 

the globalised world is supposed to be. We should 

ensure that Reiwa does not go down in history as 

the turning point when the country grew overtly 

nationalistic and self-centred once again. The signs 

are there, and the concern is real.

Historical context

Japan’s modern-day, non-Gregorian calendar 

begins with the Meiji period (1868–1912). Then 

come Taisho (1912–26), Showa (1926–89) and 

Heisei (1989–2019).

The Meiji period heralded the end of 300 years 

of seclusion that defined the Edo period, and 

Japan took off in a dash to become an imperial 

power. There were three key phrases with which 

the Meiji government tried to stir the national 

imagination and rally the people to put their backs 

into supporting the national endeavour:

• Fukokukyohei  

(wealthy state, powerful military)

• Shokusankogyo  

(enhance production, promote industry)

• Risshinshusse  

(rise up, get on in life)

The idea was that the Japanese state needed 

to protect and increase its wealth through the 

development of a strong military. Otherwise, Meiji 

Japan would simply be gobbled up and torn apart 

by the colonial powers of the time.

For the wealthy-state/powerful-military formula 

to be realised, the nation’s productive power had 

to be strengthened and new industries created. 

Those who rose to these challenges of nation-

building would be sure to get on in life. It was a 

time of much euphoria.

Past is prologue?

Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe likes to remind 

us of the Meiji period. One of his favourite lines is: 

“What we could do then, we can do now”. The “then” 

to which he refers points to two periods in modern 

Japanese history:

• The high economic growth of the 1960s

• The nation-building of the Meiji period

Hopefully, the Reiwa years will not become a 

time of anachronistic pursuit of the wealthy-state/

powerful-military model. Neither do we want to 

be forced to seek the by now long-lost youth of the 

1960s. Then was then and now is now. What we 

must do now is address the needs of the Japan of 

today, not the requirements of the Japan that was. 

Reiwa has no business reliving the dreams of Meiji 

or the 1960s.

Model past?

To my mind Taisho was, if anything, a more inter-

esting “then” than Meiji. Taisho was very brief. 

It lasted a mere 14 years (1912–26). Yet it was a 

time of much change in the Japanese psyche. It is 

known as the age of dawning democracy in Japan.

“Taisho democracy” is a term that crops up 

often in discussions of that period. People began 

to wake up to their democratic rights. Freedom of 

speech started to excite people, and imaginative 

writing spread through the worlds of both fiction 

and non-fiction. New and experimental literary 

movements proliferated.

Another phrase which invariably puts in an 

appearance when people talk of this time is “Taisho 

romanti cism”. Numerous writers, novelists, poets and 

artists contri buted to the unique romantic move ment 

of the time. Arguably, it could be said that Taisho was 

the time when the post-Edo Japanese were at their 

weirdest and most unconventional.

These points are what make Taisho interesting. 

Reiwa might well benefit from revisiting some of the 

modes and themes of that time. It seems to me that 

we could do with some weird and unconventional 

thinking as we go on to grapple with the “now” 

issues of the 2020s.

Optimistic future?

Showa comprises four distinct periods:

• Pre-war

• Wartime

• Post-war

• Post post-war

When Japanese people talk nowadays about 

“Showa-retro” and exclaim, “How very Showa,” they 

seem, for the most part, to be referring to the latter 

days of the post-war period. Another vivid—but 

increasingly inaccurate—Showa image is that of 

the bubble years, when bright young things went 

to discos and partied in the most exclusive suite 

rooms of five-star hotels. Heisei began when that 

image shattered, and Japan entered the lost decade 

of the 1990s.

Compared with the dismal opening of the 

Heisei years, people are looking a lot happier as 

they try to get used to the sound of Reiwa. I devoutly 

hope the feel-good atmosphere is justifiable. 

But is it? Darkly as it opened, Heisei has been a 

time of peace for Japan. We should make sure 

that Reiwa keeps up the Heisei way in that very 

crucial respect. 

WHAT’S IN  
A NAME? 

Will Reiwa lean on history or  
carry us forward?

BY NORIKO HAMA
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